
 
Anchoring Your Tools for the Shift  
 
October 4-5-6, 2019 - Conference in Atlanta Georgia, USA 
Golden-green, Ahhhhh, Present, Aware, Senior 

Friday, October 4, Morning 

Track 1 (07:40) Introduction and Logistics 

Track 2 (38:29) Lecture 
• Explains MA and the groups before you. 
• We are starting today from a place we haven’t be able to start with other groups. 
• This transition. 
• What do you want? Do you want to change the want to into doing it/having it? 
• Etheric body, physical body and fifth dimension. 
• New analogy: paper clips and magnet. 

Comment: I see that the body is searching for resistance. 
• Worry, permission. 

C: Another aspect of having permission is feeling worthy. 
• Reference points to disaster. 

Question: What is the difference between permission and boundaries? We evaluate boundaries like 
limits 
Q: Could you talk about intuition? 

• You’re big and important - Park Bench. 
• The effects of the Fall of Consciousness on us. 
• You can’t shoot a gun from love. 
• Say hello to each other. 

Track 3 (09:48) Questions 
• Are there other sentient beings and are we special ones? 
• On Earth - are we all creator beings? 
• Is the Earth still quarantined? (tomorrow night) 
• Do we become outside of time? 
• Please explain the waves of emotions that come through me. 
• Jim - when I said “take a breath” what did you just do? 

C: Felt like something got released. 
• Seeing what you were looking at. Hearing what you were listening for. Focused. 

Track 4 (13:43) Meditation  
• Aware of the door and hallway on the other side. I’m here. 
• Notice the difference between now when you were talking to others. 
• Notice the shift to beautiful. You and Creator as one in the smile. 
• Strength, power. Recognize this as you. Comfortable. 
• Rose for non-permission and more. 



Track 5 (20:40) Comments into Lecture  
• What did you notice? 

C: I felt stronger. 
C: I smelled gardenia. 
C: My body twitched a little. 
C: I felt elevated, confinement and relaxed. 
C: Pressure on my throat. 
C: When you said “Are you thinking?” I thought OMG I was thinking. 
C: A rush of panic (I got to leave) in the solar plexus. 
Q: What are the four words in the third chakra? 
Q: At what point will I be able to retain the energy that I feel during the meditation?  
Q: When I use the Rose is that energy totally down the river? 
Q: Once the Rose begins to collect up things, I feel a radiation in the heart. Is that a confirmation that 
the energy is leaving? 
C: At the end of the exercise I felt grounded like a plant or tree. 

• The experience between loosing reference points and getting new reference points, Knowingness. 
• Third, fourth, fifth layer of thought. 

Track 6 (21:50) Comments 
• Questions and comments 

C: When we get those thoughts in the fifth layer could there be symbols and colors instead? 
Q: What dimension is the fifth layer of thought? 
Q: Is important to know the configuration of the Eye of Horus? The reason why I ask. 

• The Octahedron, Star Tetrahedron and Cube as antennas. Dodecahedron. 
Q: Does it matter what direction the Cube is? I always have it angled with my Star Tetrahedron. 

• The Triads. 
• Icosahedron and the emotional body. 
• Irritation vs managed thought and emotions. 

Q: Clarification between emotions and feelings. 
 
BREAK 

Track 7 (22:03) Exercise 
• The most important tool. 

 
Track 8 (25:59) Lecture 

• What we just did. 
C: Practicing with MA people is easy. With other people it is more difficult. 

• Practice when it doesn’t count. 
• Selfish is a stick with two ends. The eighth Ray. 

Q: Can you talk about the difference between blocking and defining your space when you’re around an 
angry person? 

• It takes two to play the game. 
C: It was powerful. The Rose and words together went from “I’m protecting myself” to “This is my 
power.” 
C: I noticed the difference between the two roles and the importance of managing my space as the one 
who is walking toward. 

• How this positively affects others you are in relationship with. Collaboration. 
Q: The Rose doesn’t always feel the same way. Only once it was vivid. Sometimes it has 
more.presence, other times soft. And sometimes it doesn’t work so well at getting my space clean but 



the grounding cord does and visa versa. 
C: This is a point of reference for being Senior, Commanding, in my space. Aha. 

Afternoon 

Track 1 (17:49) Lecture 
• Questions and comments? 

Q:  Talk about the Rose and talking on the phone. 
• What if you knew how to respond before the comment/question was asked? What if you know what 

outcome you’d want? Bar story. 
Q: Where is the Rose when you are being touched. 
Q: What’s the impact on the other person? 
Q: Does the mirror work the same with an aggressive person? 

• How we attract others who are negative. 
Q: Was it because you told the Rose to move the plywood down? 

Track 2 (31:22 ) Meditation 
• How do you wish to present yourself? 
• Yes I can. 
• What if your past was not following you into the future? Past present-time moments. 
• Buts. Rose work. 
• Cup and air bubbles. 
• You as a spirit exercise. 
• Pulse in wrist exercise. 
• Successful. A period. 

Track  3 (29:42) Lecture 
• How do you feel? Alert? 

C: A confirmation of what I’ve been doing lately. 
C: A level of clearing and a sense of separation of that other baggage. 
C: I felt a vacuum movement. 
C: I felt like I was in a quiet cave. Nourishing. 
Q: So it’s the emotion that holds the thought in place? Magnetizes it. A psychopath doesn’t feel but …. 

• Explains karma. 
• Fourth, fifth and sixth Rays. 

Q: Explain that you can un-create. 
Q: Can give memories back up to the sixth Ray or just words connected to them. 
Q: I don’t understand about the grey. 
Q: Are there two species on Earth? 

• What you came here to do. 

BREAK  

Track 4 (20:17) Lecture 
• How the conference material is affected by your energy. 
• Flying. Triads. 
• Undifferentiated Light. 
• You are a creator being but you didn’t make the Fall of Consciousness happen. Your puzzle piece. 



Track  5 (38:03) Meditation 
• What would you wear to meet the creator? 
• Create three legs of triangle. 
• Pink Diamond - ahhhhhh. Flame. 
• First, second third Triads. 
• Drawing Love in and through. I like me. 

Track 6 (24:37) Lecture 
• Rational Mind. What we did. 

Q: I feel like my rational mind is keeping me from the threshold. 
C: Did you do anything? Nothing happened. 
C: First session with the Archangels and today’s flame in the Pink Diamond were both very profound. I 
felt I loved them but I can’t allow their love in. 

• Watching how other people wear their energy. 
• Sleep suggestion. 

Saturday, October 5, Morning 

Track 1 (01:22:01) Lecture 
• Why are you here today? What would you like to experience? Intention. When will you know you are 

successful? 
• Setting the energy for the day / meeting. 
• Leader vs participant in the meeting. 
• The words, color, sound for this meeting. 
• Empathy, second chakra, matching energy. 
• Higher Mind, pineal, clairvoyance. 

Q: When I’m in the Higher Mind, I get sleepy. 
• Crown chakra, matching, NLP, The power of Hello-I see you. 
• Communication and loneliness. Communication in relationship. 
• How to set the energy for a meeting with the MA tools. 
• Lists and success. 
• Asking “How is it possible?” 

Q: Matching crown chakras - what if they are negative? 
Q: When I set the energy for meetings, I’ve been coming from my second chakra and anticipation. 
Q: Can you do that for a child’s classroom and then leave? 
Q: What about using the Rose to clear out the energy that isn’t ours? 
Q: So the second chakra …… how it works. 
Q: I run meetings long distance. Does this work? 
Q: Would it work on pets who are disruptive? 
Q: So you can set the energy from afar? 
C: A college football team depended upon a nun to set the energy and the team went further than ever! 

• Agreements. The Archangels are thrilled with what we created. 
• ADP and ATP 
• The ones who came before. They had time, you don’t. 

Q: Are you saying that as a mechanism, there is no buffer of time or there is something come and we 
don’t have time? 

• How your questions are answered. Jim’a ability to draw answers to himself. 
• Time-space and computer monitors. Creating a vacation. 



• Letting go of self-doubt. 
C: Knowing that, it makes it easier to let go. 

• From the asking of that question Jim sees a whole new set of energy coming in. Mastering Alchemy just 
changed! Big shift in energy of the room. Many noticed. 
C: How I came to ask that question. 
C: I’m noticing huge clearing. 

• Setting a whole new template in place. Your reference points are falling away. Bored vs stepping into 
the higher dimensions. Coincidence. 

• Gravity and the holding/releasing of our concepts. 

BREAK - Electricity went off and on. Twice. In the whole area. 

Track 2 (29:27) Lecture to Meditation - Power Outage. Audio begins here *** 
• What we will do next. 

Q: The crown chakra color we set for this conference and the stones. 
• The concept of channeling-past and present. Trance-mediumship. Jim’s experience and 

communications with the Archangels and MA. 
• Table in the Sacred Heart where you sit with the Teachers. Knowing is the communication. Reverence. 

Meditation 
• Triads in perfectly tuned harmonic resonance. 
• Undifferentiated Light - Light of the Creator that is available to you to create with. 

 
*** Meditation 

• Christed Oversoul in third Triad. Golden Light from third through Triads. 
• Sanctuary of Pink Diamond into Christed Matrix. 
• Liquid Golden Light. Blood stream of body. I am Light. 
• Table within tetrahedron. Yeshua to join you. One.  
• Michael. One. 
• Merged presentation of Yeshua and Michael. And you. 
• In this quietness all things come to you. I wish to know myself. 
• I am the individual reflection of Creator, reflecting back to the Creator what the Creator is. 
• We are you and you are we. 
• Complete and accomplished. 

Track 3 (27:57) Lecture 
• That space is always available to you. 
• Prayer. 
• Medulla. Arc of the Covenant 
• The expansion of prayer. Heart space is the place where you act/think from. 

Q: Is there intention in this prayer? 
• You exist in all points of perception. 

Q: Like a multifaceted diamond and each facet is available. 
• How Jim presents with the Archangels, etc. as an example of what can do. 
• Explains Rays of Creation 1-2-3, 4-5-6, 8.  
• Wobbles, creator beings, mutations. Christed planets. 
• Why you came here at this time. You are not little. 

Q: Are there other beings on this planet who came here to cause disruption? 
• Seventh Ray. 
• Mentions magenta and indigo Color Codes. 



• Rays 9-10. All applications for creation. 
Q: Are Color Codes in Level 3? 

Afternoon 

Track 1 (32:10) Lecture to Meditation to Lecture 
• How was this morning? 

Q: Did we create the electric outage? 
C: The liquid Golden Light went into my back and it feels better. 
C: My inner body felt saturated when we did the blood system work. 
C: Now there is a deeper understanding. Now it’s mine, not just information. 
Q: Can you talk about the Star Tetrahedron? (tonight) 
C: I feel like my heart is overwhelmed. 

• Review fourth, fifth, sixth Rays. 

Meditation  
• Is there something you did that you wish you hadn’t? Is there something you didn’t do that you wish you 

had? Guilty about that. Notice the emotion that comes up. 
• Would you like to change that? Look at event as a thought without an emotion. 
• Work with fourth, fifth, sixth Rays to de-charge this. 

Lecture  
• Was that a challenge? (yes) 
• About using the eighth Ray. 

C: An emotion of panic, anxiety. It just happens on its own. 
Q: Do you start with the fourth, fifth and sixth then use the eighth Ray? 

• Is there a word that has followed you through life? 
Q: How specific to you have to be? 

• Distinction between using Rose and the Rays. Resentment as an example. 
• What other words are connected to this word? String of words and experiences.  

Track 2 (43:40) Meditation to Lecture 
• Find that word that has followed you through life. Is there anything else, other word, that goes along 

with this? Is it possible I’m not giving them permission to xx?  
• Work with fourth, fifth and sixth Rays to release this.  
• If there is still a little “I still want to get even” there is more there. 
• Complete. Successful. 

Lecture 
• How was that? 

C: I forgot what the word was before I even got it to the sixth Ray 
C: I pulled down some power words to replace them.  

• Which words to replace what you released. 
C: I felt like “This is too good to be true.” Do you recommend I do this again and again? 
C: It was a good question to ask, “Do I want to take it ALL out?” 

• About “feels better”. 
C: I was introduced to these Rays at the beginning of the year but today I realize now that I feel more 
masterful with it. 
C: The things I’m releasing are releasing but I still feel the emotion. 



C: I’m now looking at this as being an un-creation. A shift that gives more room to work with it. 
Q: Is there a color to the eighth Ray? 
Q: I see the eighth Ray like action words. 
Q: When I work with the eighth Ray, there are usually other words attached to it. Is there a way we can 
use the eighth Ray to go after those more magnetized words like doubt.  

• The more effective tool for eliminating a word like doubt. Belongs to another Soul Extension. 
Q: So when we work with the Strings of Thought on our paper and we’re in the no-thought zone can we 
bring in the eighth Ray and ask it to clear it all out?  
C: A few of us are working on directing with no thought. So you really don’t have to DO anything but be 
in that space. 

• The eighth Ray is a fifth dimensional tool. You can be 3D charged and have it be successful. 
C: When the emotions of that resentment come up and that’s what I was dancing with. I just let the 
dance be there. The story of digging up a seed when it doesn’t sprout right away. 
Q: What application in eighth Ray to use to strengthen my boundary. 

• The question you want to ask, “Is this mine or is this the 3D consciousness pushing against me?” 
C: In my work day I’m not aware of my boundaries and by the end of the day I’m exhausted and have a 
ton of cleaning to do. 
C: What is the impact on all the people we are clearing from? Betrayal. 
Q: Can you give an example of using the eighth Ray for creating vs clearing? 
Q: How does the El Shaddai work with the eighth Ray? 

BREAK 

Lecture (Power outage - no audio) 
• Chakras, Triads, Rational Mind, Ego. Fall of Consciousness. 
• Mother Mary, Anna, Magdalene. Masculine energy angry at the mother. 
• You are both feminine and masculine. 
• Two strata of consciousness. 
• Not being seen but they seeing you. 
• Wellbeing in the lower four chakras and how they work together. 
• Putting the chakras back together. 
• The loop we will do with the Triads. 

C: I find that with this perception, the judgements I had about the ego fall away. 
• Would you like to recreate yourself? Put yourself back together? 

Track 3 (43:32 ) Meditation - (Power outage - no audio until here ***) 

• How would you present yourself to Creator? 
• Sacred Heart. 
• Red Color Code into first, second, third chakras. 
• Triads- chakras connected loop of Light. 
• Living Light within the physical body. 

*** Meditation audio begins here 
• Smile surrounding you. Ease. 
• Thirty seconds of quiet. 
• Happy as a feeling. 
• Yes I can! Third chakra. 
• We’re going Home. Excitement. Freeing the ego. 
• Emerald green of Love. We’re going Home. 



• Take the ego by the hand and step into the smile of Creator. 
• We’re going Home.  
• Successful. 
• Good job tool. 
• You’ve created a trust between you and ego today. Not available for the last two years. 
• What did you notice? 

C: Very emotional for me.  
C: I was standing in the middle of a vortex. Electric blues and greens. 
C: Expansion and pulsing of my head with the beat of the heart. 

• Did you have a sense that you just did something that was bigger than you? 
• This healing of the ego has never been done in any program class before. Now those who cam before 

you can receive this gift from you. 
• The ego can now regain its consciousness of Source. 

C: When he will of Creator was presented in our session. That was a turning point. Reconnecting with the 
Soul. Is the ego now connecting to the Soul? 

• What the Soul wants. 
• The Archangels asked me “Where did you come up with that?” YOU did this. 

C: I only see vortexes. Today I was guided to an wonderful white chair and all I had to do was sit in it. 
Everything came to me. I saw for the first time. 

• You will become how nervous you are by how quiet you get. 
C: I was instructed to stay conscious and I was able to. Gratitude to you for experience this in a 
conscious waking state. 
Q: Who is the “friend” he talks about? 

 

Questions and Answers 

Track 4 (44:11)  
C: It felt like the whole room immediately got back into our space 

1. Will AI become a new creator being? 
Biological and technological human. Collective consciousness of All That Is.  Asking the seventh 
dimension how to create an apple. (Did you say “end”?) 

2. An Avatar told me there are 2 species of humans on the Earth and the Shift is a failure. What is your 
view on this? And are MAers from the same planet? 
The new kids especially those born after 2012. Wise beings dropped onto the planet for a specific job 
such as Tesla and Einstein.  Rational mind question. 
  

3. Could you speak about the Monad and the 12 soul extensions? Also the causal body. 
The Soul is only interested in beautiful experiences. Causal body is the repository of all these 
experiences. You are catching the Soul’s attention. Layers of thought. Static fence around the causal 
body. 

4. Mastering Alchemy and mental health issues. 
Depression. Loneliness, Homeless. Cycles. Moving sidewalks. 12-12-12: door closed to 3D. 

Track 5 (55:51) 



5. Duality between light beings who are coming to Earth vs dark beings. Good vs Evil. 
If you believe it is or believe it is not - you are correct. 

6. Tell us more about the Elementals and how to communicate with them. 
Tomorrow. 

7. How to play with kids. 
The survival cord between Mother and child. Bump their noses. 

8. Can you explain the advantage of playing video games and what that’s doing to their brains. 
Re-wiring how the brain functions. 

9. What do you think about internet spying around data? Is this a danger? How can we stop it? 

10. Can you remove the chakras from the body? 
The chakras are in the etheric body 

11. Children who were born after 12-12-12. Is there DNA different and do they inherit parents DNA? 
They aren’t going to live in their parents’ pictures. 

12. What can we do to activate a morally consciousness in our collective? 
Can I influence the river of agreements that is flowing. 

13. Were we doing anything together in the sleep space last night? 
Jim has a very fast bicycle.  Why you don’t remember. Going to the gardens. 

14. Is there any possibly in the future that the seventh Ray can be altered for us to use? 
Violet consuming flame in the heart is the door but not the how-to. Release all your baggage. Pilot light 
in the pineal. 

15. Where is the educational system going?  
Kids solving problems collaboratively.  Black swans. 

16. Is it bad to want that to happen? 
Do you want it to continue? 

17. Black swans - where do they come from? Are they purposeful? 
No one is in charge. Old white men. 

18. Given the volatility we are experiencing, do you have financial advise? 
Half of baby-boomers have no retirement. If you have all your money in the stock market and it’s your 
retirement, you may consider pay attention. How corporations move their money around. 

19. This sounds locked in 3D out there. But in here we are moving to sit on a Park Bench and manifesting 
apples. Can’t we not be affected by that? 
Transition. Because I’m a spiritual being that won’t happen to me.  

20. Can potential ever be diminished? Access to what potential there is? 
What the Archangels knows. 



Sunday, October 6, Morning 

Track 1 (18:39) Lecture  
• Sleep space. Etheric body and acupuncture points. 

Q: Does all the noise stay in the physical body. Clinching jaw. 
Q: So that would explain tension in the third chakra before sleep and when awaking?  
NLP 
Q: When you awake refreshed but feel like you didn’t sleep. 

• What do you want today. 
Q: I have a Q about the Elements. Is it too soon? (laughter) 

• You’re not thinking as much today. More fluid, present. Is this where you generally live your life. 
• Notice you and the Rose in relationship with the person sitting next to you. Make a decision the Rose is 

working and this is how it feels when it’s working. 
• What do you want? What do you want to take with you when you leave?  

Track 2 (41:15) Meditation 
• How will you dress when you meet the Creator? Reflecting back to the Creator what the Creator is. I’m 

pleased with myself. 
• Words. Fourth layer of thought. Permission to be curious-excitement-second chakra. 
• Feel capable in the body. Elevate it. 
• Jumping rock to rock in a river. Laughter. Be the little child. 
• Happy. Remember the memory and feel the feeling. You can use the memory to decide how you want to 

experience this moment. 
• The play, script. More work with Happy. 
• Complete 

Track 3 (21:56) Exercises 
• The power of your mind to limit you exercise. 
• Rose exercises. 

Track 4 (07:10) Lecture 
• About death and grief. 

C: A death yesterday. Grief then she held her space and feels better and more helpful 
Q: What about a son?  
The energy dynamic of death and grief.  A hole in your gut. 
Q: Can we help them die? 
Compassion. 
C: I had a moment of weakness this morning. 
Can you do this on your own? (Jim walks toward her and she holds her space well.) 

Track 5 (40:26) Lecture into Meditation 
• There will be times when you loose your Rose. 
• The beach is so compelling and magnetic it will draw you to it. It will give others an alternative to the cold, 

damp, dark place they are living in. 
Q: What is grief?  
Good definition of grief. 
Q: Any loss is grief right? 



 
Meditation on Grief 

• Platform to begin. 
• Sanctuary of Pink Diamond. Reverence. 
• Christ Consciousness in Love. 
• Undifferentiated Light from third to second to first and Sanctuary. 
• Breathing this Light into the sphere. Into second Triad then out. An environment. 
• Breathe out from second Triad with an intention of what you want. Breathe it back into the heart. 
• How to assist someone in grief. How death and energy works. Gulliver. 
• Absorb the wisdom in the Pink light. 
• Sadness doesn’t go away. the navigating is done from wisdom. 

Track 6 (28:12) Lecture 
• I’ve never seen the beings in this room before. I’ve known of them but never seen. We’ve never done this 

piece of work before. I’ve never seen the Elementals like this before. 
C: It’s different than stuffing it down. It’s still there but softer.  

• Bigger, fuller, wiser, stable. 
• The fifth dimension is coming so the third dimension is leaving. Many people will be leaving the body. 
• You’re setting the environment for those to leave. This moment is like a Woodstock moment. 

Q: This felt unconditional. Were we pulling the strings that bind the person dying? 
C: Is it memories that were held on to? 
C: Someone came into my space and I told them to go to the Light. 
C: The wisdom was big for me. 
C: Were our chakras adjusted during this? 

• When I say “it hasn’t been done before” I don’t mean MA. I mean on the planet. 
• When humans said “Ah - this didn’t work.” 

C: With wisdom there was an allowing to let others pass on. Love and Light. 
C: This explains something that happened before I came here. A story of helping a friend die. 

• You can go into that state of beauty, angels, etheric, etc (death)  and not lose the body. Death is stepping 
into full consciousness. You don’t have to reincarnate. 

• Darts and strings. Mechanics of death and grief. 
• Explain making separations with two Roses. 

Track 7 (10:35) Meditation 
• Create platform to begin. Sanctuary of Pink Diamond. 
• Find the person who you would like to say hello to allow their journey. 
• Give back their energy and take back yours with two Roses. (long pause) 

AFTERNOON 

Track 1 (46:04) Lecture 
• Played “Planet Called Home” by Holly Near. Not recorded. Lyrics below. 

Q: Could you share with us the beings you saw this morning with us? 
C: I had an experience of great grief that I had years ago. Coming up again. 
Q: Could explain again about the breathing we did? 

• Jim explains the mechanics. 
C: On the second round of Roses I realized I hadn’t given back that person’s energy. 

• Form, density, dimensions. 
• Notices the changes and what you’ve dropped away.  

Q: So when you think of 9-11 is that a global consciousness? 



• An energy shift that moved to “I need protection.” All over the world. Cycles. 
Q: I work in suicide prevention. Since MA I see how we deal with suicide prevention as 3D. I want to 
change that to a 5D perception. 
C: During the Pink energy work we did, I saw the person I help in Hospice was dancing and happy. 
During lunch today he passed. 
Q: Are conspiracy theories 3D? So the solution is to not mingle with it. 

• There will be many people in key places who will say “This has to change.”  

• Color Codes. Best when used within a fifth dimensional space. Blue. 
Q: Is it an application coming from the eighth Ray? 

• Red, Yellow 
• Dis -— ease into disease. 

Q: Can an emotion bypass a thought? 
Q: And the yellow Code works both ways? 
Q: So you sit down and do this when you’re not in the emotion…when you can play. 

• Strings of Thought. Eighth Ray. 
Q: What happens when you notice it when you’re IN the trigger? 
Q: Would the El Shaddai help in the place? 
Q: Can I call in the eighth Ray on behalf of someone else? 

• Reframe. 
Q: Can you anchor that Color in your home?  

Track 2 (17:02) Lecture 
• What did you just do? Did you just move? 
• Where would you like to be? Take a breath and be there. 
• Be aware of the harmonic Triads. Om is the sound tone. 
• Blue Color Code from third to second Triad. Into first Triad and emotional body. 
• Five minutes to give to yourself. 
• One minute - observe without thinking. Calm. Blue producing a result in the body. 
• Notice the wellbeing of the body. 

BREAK 

Track 3 (13:57) Lecture 
• What did you notice with the blue Color Code. 

Calm, Balm, multiple blues, feel it in my cells, still, floating ocean, blue sky, nothing. 
C: I ran it through my glandular system and I felt it very strong. Intense. 

• Think and not notice. Pondering. 
C: I sense instead of see the colors. 
C: I fell like I’m observing then “What is that?” 
C: Can I just think blue before the babble begins. Go back the Higher Mind? 

• Kuthumi says it takes six months to let the Eye of Horus settle in. It no longer takes that long. 
Q: What is babble? 
Q: Are you going to tell us the story of the Elementals? 

• Yellow Color Code. 

Track 4 (14:37) Meditation 
• Yellow Color Code. Five minutes. 
• One minute - observe without thinking. 
• I will say a word. See the word without saying the word. 



• From second Triad direct the yellow Color Coding through the nervous system of the body. 
• Smooth anxiety in body. 
• Blue into emotional body removing anxiety created from the thought.  
• Senior in my body. 

Track 5 (27:05) Lecture 
• How did that feel? What happened in the body? 

C: The yellow works in a different direction. 
C: Not thinking the word was a challenge. 
C: When you said the anxiety I had memories come up. 
C: I changed the word into a picture and then I wouldn’t say it. 
C: Ringing in ears, spasm. 
C: I didn’t even hear the word anxiety. 
C: There was an emotion for me. 

• Who are the Elementals and elements? 
• Fire-Salamander. Air-Sylth. Water-Undine. Earth-Gnome. 
• Their purpose. Their role in the Fall of Consciousness. Atlantis. 
• An orchestrated gathering between humans and Elementals. Pomp and pageantry. 
• Humans gave Love back to the Elementals. No one on either side didn’t cry. 
• Watch out for fairies. 
• Myth (not believed) - Elementals are Christed Beings. 
• Role of Fairies - illuminate Light on Earth that has been forgotten. 
• Request of humans and Elementals be merged in the Heart. 
• Passageway from the Heart to the center of the Earth. Hall/cathedral. 
• Enter as a Christed Being. 
• Objective is to create a working relationship between you and Elementals. To know each other. 

Q: Are the Fairies considered Elementals? 

Track 6 (39:04) Meditation 
• How will you dress? Regal, royalty, elegant. Powerful with no sword. 
• Sanctuary of Pink Diamond. Reverence. 
• Crown - golden-green. 
• The grand chamber in the center of the Earth. Gaia, Tara, Elementals. 
• Four Undine. Four Sylth. Four Salamanders. Four Gnomes. Each  present us with gifts. We are you and 

you are we. 
• Gratitude. Quiet.  
• Etheric body and the template from the Elementals to be experienced in the sleep space and brought 

into the physical. 
• Period. 

Track 7 (23:14) Closing 
• You’re in a growth period. People couldn’t walk, talk, move. Crying. Quiet. 

Q: When you say we haven’t done this before, what does that mean? 
• Jim explains how All That Is communicates with him and what he does with that information. His job. 
• Over 50 yo: You hold the dream of Atlantis  
• Younger than 50 yo: You hold the mechanism to deliver that dream. 
• Story of visiting a friend of a friend in Holland. Stories they tell of the underground during WWII. How this 

relates to us today. 
• What blueprint do you want to see into the future?  



• It’s YOU. How big are you? 
Q: Where does the script come from? 

• We - this is a co-creative space. Speaking the knowing. 
C: The most powerful part of this was with Sylth and a memory returned. Peru and the breeze was 
speaking to me. Now I realize what it was saying to me. How this led me to meet you in Boise. 

• The Elementals want us/Earth to return to balance before we can take it all a step up. 
Q: Do you have a clue as to why “beware of the Fairies”? 
C: Story of having a migraine. “I gotta get something for this.”  At that moment I saw an image of an 
amused being. Instantly gone. Today when the Fairies appeared. “Oh that’s who you are.” We have re-
established a connection. Beautiful. 

• Next time you plant a garden, talk to the Fairies. 
• You are in a huge growth period. “It’s leaving (stuff)”. Let it go. 

C: I’m really grateful to sense myself like this. The rational mind is boring. 
C: I love who I am when I’m with you. 
 
Blessings. 



Lyrics to Planet Called Home (Mastering Alchemy Theme Song) 
by Holly Near, 2000 
 

Can you call on your imagination, 
	 As if telling a myth to a child?

Put in the fantastical, wonderful, magical.

Add the romantical, brave and the wild.


Once upon a time there was a power

	 So great that no one could know its name.

People tried to claim it and rule with it.

Always such arrogance ended in shame.


Thousands of years would pass in a moment.

Hundreds of cultures would come and go.

Each generation with a glorious calling

	 Even when they were too busy to know.


And then one day after two millennia,

	 Which after all was a small part of time,

Hundreds of souls found their way out of  
	 nowhere

	 To be on earth at the threat of decline.


Now let's all go. They moved as one being,

Even though each would arrive here alone.

They promised to work in grace with each 
	 other.

To brave the beautiful planet called Home.


There was no promise that they could save it

	 But how exciting to give it a try.

If each one did one thing beautifully

	 Complex life on Earth might not die.


And so they arrived in a spectrum of colors.

The population on Earth did explode.

Some threw themselves in front of disaster.

Others slowly carried their load.


Some adopted small girls from China. 
Some lived high in the branches of trees.

Some died as martyrs, some lived as healers.

Some bravely walked with a dreadful disease.


They mingled among each class and culture.

Not one of them could be identified.

Together they altered just enough moments 
	 To help the lost and the terrified.


To step outside our egos and our bodies.

To know for once that we truly are one.

Then quickly we would forget to remember.

But that's OK, their job was well done


And Earth went on for another millennium.

Now it’s time for my song to end.

This magical story of hope and wonder

	 Invites you all to wake up and pretend …


To be fabulous creatures sent from the Power.

Souls that have come with one purpose in  
	 mind.

To do one little thing that will alter the 	 
	 outcome.

And maybe together we can do it in time.


Can you call on your imagination,

	 As if telling a myth to a child

Put in the fantastical, wonderful, magical.

Add the romantical, brave and the wild.


Souls are coming back.

 
Souls are coming back.

 
Souls are coming back. 


